Figure 1: Concept of our method: (a) The Ishihara pattern for number seven and its (b) CVD simulation. We improve the user's ability to distinguish between confusing colors through (c) color and (d) brightness modulation. Our approach gradually changes the appearance of the image from the one on the left to the one on the right, and vice versa.
INTRODUCTION
Dichromats suffer from cone mutation in their color vision system, causing only two out of three cones functioning in their eye [7] . The absence of the cone results in incorrect information being sent to the brain and as the consequence, limited color perception are produced. Instead of having 3-dimensional (trichromatic) color vision, dichromats are at disadvantage by having just 2-dimensional (dichromatic) color vision [10] .
Optical glasses with notch filter improve CVD color sensitivity by filtering out the overlapping wavelengths responsible for confusing color perception [1] . Recoloring methods [4, 6, 8] on the other hand still remain as the most novel approach to assist CVD. They remap the trichromatic color gamut into the dichromatic color gamut. These methods have also been envisioned for everyday use by displaying modified colors on an optical see-through head-mounted display [5] . While recoloring is often preferable because it is more precise than * e-mail: silviya.hasana.rw7@is.naist.jp † e-mail: yfujimoto@is.naist.jp ‡ e-mail: plopski@is.naist.jp § e-mail: kanbara@is.naist.jp ¶ e-mail: kato@is.naist.jp Figure 2 : For a pixel with a color C our flicker modulation approach changes its color or brightness based on its distance d from the intersection of its confusion line L 2 and the predetermined line L 1 .
the filtering method using notch filter, it is often causing ambiguous colors known as metamers.
Contrary to previous approaches that try to optimize the functionality of the remaining cone dimension from CVD color vision, we explore a different approach to assist CVD by filling in the missing dimension instead. Sajadi et al. [9] filled in the missing dimension using pattern modality. The benefit of their approach is that it helped not only with color distinction, it also enabled color recognition. As a result, it significantly outperformed recoloring methods to solve metamers issue. However, their method [9] is scale-dependent, not to mention the pattern sharpness weakens and becomes indistinguishable over smooth transition between two colors.
To address current limitations of modality approach, we explore the temporal domain ( Figure 1 ). In particular, we investigate the flicker modality and how it affects human perception. Our results demonstrate the potential of flicker in color axes as an alternate modality to improve color perception of CVD. 
METHOD
In CIE chromaticity space [2] dichromats cannot distinguish colors that lie on a line between the color and the copunctal point (red line in Figure 2 ). Our method as an adaptive approach to fill in the missing dimension in CVD color vision system. In the following, we explain how we adjust the color of a pixel P = (C,Y ), where C is the color coordinate and Y is the brightness. Figure 2 depicts our method for protanopia (absence of the red cones). Given the copunctal point, the coordinate where the fundamental red cone is missing from CVD color vision, we define a line L 1 through the two remaining primary RGB coordinates. For each color C we compute the intersection point I of its confusion line L 2 through C and C 0 and L 1 . Given the distance d between C and I, a user-defined amplitude value α, and the current time step t, we adjust P as follows:
Color Modulation: Determine a vector V perpendicular to L 2 and set C = C + αcos(t)V (Figure 1c ). (Figure 1d ).
Brightness Modulation: Adjust the brightness value
Y = Y + αcos(t)d
EXPERIMENT
Color and brightness are two important elements in an image. Taking that into consideration, our preliminary study focused on evaluating color and brightness modulation. We hypothesized that modulation of both the color and brightness will be efficient to address CVD color vision.
To confirm our hypothesis, we conducted an experiment with 4 normal color vision participants who had to determine what number was shown on a monitor. We simulate CVD vision with the algorithm of Viénot et.al. [11] . Participants first performed three distinction tasks for color modulation followed by two distinction tasks for brightness modulation.
For each task, participants were presented with an image from the Ishihara book [3] and could adjust the frequency (1-10) and amplitude of the flicker using the keyboard. The amplitude was (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) for color modulation and (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, ..., 500) for brightness modulation. After participants could recognize the number, or after 2 minutes, they were shown a new pattern with the selected settings applied to it and were asked to state what number it was. An example pair is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows results of our experiment in color and brightness modulation. The result partially supported our hypothesis. Our color modulation method successfully helped with color perception while, on the other hand, brightness modulation was not efficient. This suggests that flicker modulation in color axes has the potential to improve CVD color perception. All participants set both the amplitude and frequency to 1 for color modulation. On the other hand, participants were choosing different values for every pair for the brightness modulation condition. This suggests that effective brightness modulation values are scene specific, which could explain why participants failed to distinguish the numbers in this condition.
RESULTS

CONCLUSION
We investigated flicker modality in color modulation and brightness modulation. All participants favored color modulation over brightness modulation. Although color modulation has significantly improved color perception, flicker modulation is applied to all pixels and as the result we have unnecessary color computation because pixel colors that were not confusing to begin with will be modulated as well. Brightness modulation on the other hand, has not helped with color perception. We plan to investigate how other parameters, such as scene appearance, could be included in brightness modulation. In the future, we plan to further study the effects of color modulation and preferred adjustment values for natural images. We also plan to apply our method on optical see-through head-mounted displays as these present a different challenge from immersive headmounted displays and monitors.
